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The requirements of modern agriculture further include as obtaining maximum yields of crops of each ecological
region through appropriate aeromechanics, maintaining and improving soil fertility and environmental protection.
Pyrolysis of biomass produces three different energy products in different quantities: solid, liquid and gaseous.
Therefore pyrolysis of straw and agricultural plant waste, as the first stage of processing deserves to be examined.
The pyrolysis is a thermal decomposition in the absence of an oxidizing agent. The solid product of the pyrolysis
process is charcoal that has limited application in developed countries for the metallurgical industry, household
electronics and as a soil improver. The easiest method for BC production and shattering before soil application
has been chosen.
To establish the influence of BC on the soil properties were conducted field experiments with wheat and maize on
leached meadow-cinnamon soil in crop rotation. Until now there haven’t been experiments with BC application in
to the soil at the institute (perhaps in Bulgaria), therefore the quantity of BC was determined according literature.
In the field experiments two variants were realized: first is control variant, second with added 6 kg BC over an
area of 300m2 (20kg/dka) in 2012 and 20 kg / 100m2 (200 kg ha) in 2013. Fertilization is based on our previous
research
During the plants vegetation, water regime of the soil is detected by gypsum blocks. Crop temperature was
measured by infrared thermometer for evaluation the crop stress. The two climatic years are different, for
autumn-winter period of 2012 the water supply is sufficient, but summer rainfall is less. In 2013 the winter is
warm and dry, but during the summer especially in June precipitation reach-108 l/m2. Humidity conditions for
wheat are good in 2012, and in 2013 were dry.
The biometrical measurements, such as a weight and height of the plants during different stages of the vegetation
are shown improved (between 8 and 10% heavier and higher), the difference between the variants in both years is
1-2 % in favor of BC from 2013. In all variants with applied BC plants are visibly darker green color.
The wheat yield in 2012, when the amount of precipitation and irrigations are sufficient to guarantee the water
needs of the plants yield is 5% greater in variants with BC, while in 2013, which is dry year, the yield in the
variants with BC are 40% higher. Grain quality as specific weight and mass of 1000 grains in variants with BC for
2012 is 1, 5 g heavier in compares with variants without BC and in 2013 with 2g more.
Two years experiment is not enough to make real sustainable conclusions.


